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unbiased manner using a unique community-based approach in the context of the DREAM initiative (Dialogue for
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were simulated according to a model of network dynamics only partially revealed to participants.
Results: We proposed two challenges; in the first, participants were given the topology and underlying biochemical
structure of a 9-gene regulatory network and were asked to determine its parameter values. In the second challenge,
participants were given an incomplete topology with 11 genes and asked to find three missing links in the model. In
both challenges, a budget was provided to buy experimental data generated in silico with the model and mimicking
the features of different common experimental techniques, such as microarrays and fluorescence microscopy. Data
could be bought at any stage, allowing participants to implement an iterative loop of experiments and computation.
Conclusions: A total of 19 teams participated in this competition. The results suggest that the combination of state-of-
the-art parameter estimation and a varied set of experimental methods using a few datasets, mostly fluorescence
imaging data, can accurately determine parameters of biochemical models of gene regulation. However, the task is
considerably more difficult if the gene network topology is not completely defined, as in challenge 2. Importantly, we
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Predictive and mechanistic models are powerful tools to
understand biological processes at the core of systems
biology. Building models requires a list of molecular
components and their interactions. This list can be as-
sembled from prior knowledge and/or inferred, or re-
verse engineered, from dedicated experimental data
[1-3]. This can be done using a simple causal formalism
or, if enough mechanistic detail is available, by writing
down the corresponding biochemical reactions. In both
cases, once a reasonably well-characterized set of com-
ponents and interactions is determined, these can be
converted into a mathematical model. A common and
natural way to model biochemical reactions is to derive
a dynamical system, typically in the form of ordinary dif-
ferential equations. These equations include associated
parameters that quantify the underlying physicochemical
processes such as protein binding and enzyme activity.
The value of these parameters is often not available or
even measurable, and needs to be estimated from experi-
mental data [4-6]. An accurate estimation of the param-
eters is fundamental to quantitatively understand a
system and provide reliable predictions [7,8].
In a real-life scenario of limited resources, the key ques-
tion is how to design experiments that are most useful for
parameter characterization [9], a decision process involv-
ing many variables. This problem falls in the category of
budgeted learning formalized in the field of machine
learning [10]. The first question raised is related to the ex-
perimental conditions that should be considered. When
possible, data is collected upon application of perturba-
tions to the network such as stimulation with extracellular
ligands, chemical inhibition or gene over-expression.
Moreover, data can be collected at different times after
perturbation to provide information on the temporal evo-
lution of the system. It is hence necessary to determine
the identity and number of perturbations and whether to
generate data from individual or combined perturbations.
The next decision is related to the choice among a battery
of technologies available to perform the measurements.
These normally entail a trade-off between coverage, cost,
and precision. For example, one can track over time the
levels of a few proteins in single cells using GFP (Green
Fluorescence Protein) tags and movies [11-18], or measure
thousands of proteins in a few time-points with mass
spectrometry [19]. How to choose among all these options
is not obvious and, despite the critical importance of these
questions, the problem of parameter estimation and itera-
tive experimental design remains one of the hardest chal-
lenges in systems biology [4-6,9,20,21].
To explore this fundamental problem in a rational and
unbiased fashion, we first set up the parameter estimation
challenge, where we tried to reproduce the common set-
ting in which an experimental laboratory uses instruments,expertise and an allocated budget (e.g. from a grant) to
apply various experimental techniques to investigate a bio-
logical model system. To mimic this scenario, we built the
model of a regulatory network for 9 genes based on differ-
ential equations describing the underlying molecular biol-
ogy, including transcription and translation. We chose a
model configuration that can generate non-trivial dynamic
behavior. We then generated data with this model that in-
cluded experimental noise and asked participants to find
the model’s parameters. Each participant was given a
budget of ‘credits’ that could be used to buy different ex-
periments that reflected trade-offs between coverage, cost
and resolution. We provided participants only the model
structure and challenged them to estimate the hidden par-
ameter values. Given that the true values of the hidden pa-
rameters were known, we could precisely assess the
performance of the methods used by the 12 different
teams that participated in the challenge. Remarkably, des-
pite the complexity of the network and the limited data re-
sources, some teams obtained highly accurate parameter
values.
Besides the question of the algorithmic/experimental
strategy used to infer the kinetic parameters of a model,
we also addressed how well new connections in a net-
work could be inferred. This is also a relevant question,
as many canonical pathways are only approximations to
the system under study. We therefore ran a second chal-
lenge, the network topology inference challenge, where
participants were given an incomplete topology with 11
genes and asked to find 3 missing links in the model.
This challenge was only partially solved, suggesting that
inferring topology is a much harder challenge than par-
ameter estimation. Finally, we observed that aggregating
the participants’ parameter predictions and network top-
ology submissions provided potentially better solutions
than individual participants.
We complemented the analysis of the submissions by
analyzing the participants’ algorithmic strategies and
credit usage for data acquisition. We concluded that
using fluorescent data from protein time courses is a key
component of parameter estimation strategies, and that
in both challenges aggregation created solutions that
fared as well or better than the best performing ap-
proaches. We chose an in silico challenge framework in
order to have a well-defined gold standard for evaluating
submissions, but we believe the setup of this work emu-
lates the experimental design choices faced by real la-
boratories, and thus the insights gained here provide
insights for real experimental design when trying to de-
termine the parameters of a gene regulatory network.
Results
In both the network topology and parameter inference
challenges, participants were asked to develop and/or
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the most informative in silico experiments, to accurately
estimate parameters and predict outcomes of perturba-
tions from a model of a gene regulatory network. This
challenge was divided in two parts. The first is param-
eter inference, which was similar to the parameter esti-
mation challenge proposed in DREAM6, as explained
here below. The second challenge is network topology
and was unique to DREAM7.
A realistic model of a gene regulatory network
In model 1 for the parameter inference challenge, partic-
ipants were provided with the complete structure of the
model (including expressions for the kinetic rate laws)
for a gene regulatory network composed of 9 genes and
modeled with differential equations. For each gene, both
protein and mRNA are explicitly modeled and therefore
the model contains 18 continuous variables. The complete
model is available in the Additional file 1 (see Model &
Submissions).
The regulation of each gene was inspired from pro-
karyotes and modeled as follows: each gene can have,
upstream of the protein coding region, an activator
binding site, an inhibitory binding site, a promoter,
and a ribosomal binding site (Figure 1A shows an ex-
ample). Transcription rates were considered to be
non-linear Hill-type functions of the regulatory inputs –
activatory or inhibitory. A basal constant rate of tran-
scription is assumed when a gene has no regulatory
input. The transcription rate for a given gene is propor-
tional to the promoter strength of the corresponding
promoter and the translation rate is proportional to the
ribosomal binding site’s strength. We assumed that
transcription factors bind to operator sites independ-
ently and this is reflected in the transcription rate being
expressed in a multiplicative form (e.g. as4 * rs2 in
Figure 1A).
For each regulatory process, activation or repression,
two parameters have to be estimated: the dissociation
constant Kd and the Hill coefficient h. In model 1, for
each protein production process, there are two parame-
ters to be estimated: the promoter strength and the ribo-
somal binding site strength (see Figure 1A). The unit of
time is normalized with the inverse of the mRNA deg-
radation rate, and therefore time is non-dimensional: it
is measured in units of the mRNA half-life (see Figure 2A
for mRNA dynamics). All mRNA and protein degrad-
ation rates are constants in model 1 with a fixed value
of 1 for mRNA, which is known by the participants. The
protein degradation value is unknown and must be esti-
mated from the data as part of the challenge. Therefore
the total number of parameters to estimate in model 1
is 45: 18 from the regulation of 9 proteins (9 promoter
and 9 ribosomal binding strength parameters), 26 from13 regulation processes (13 Kd, and 13 Hill parameters;
see Table 1) and the protein degradation rate. The com-
plete network is depicted in Figure 1B. The partici-
pants were required to provide the values for the 45
parameters of model 1 as well as the time courses of
proteins p3, p5, and p8 under perturbed conditions
defined below.
Although the basic structure for both challenges is
similar, the network topology challenge, referred to as
model 2 hereafter, was simplified as compared to model
1 from the parameter inference challenge. In model 2, an
incomplete structure of the regulatory interaction net-
work topology was provided, with 3 missing regulatory
links (see Additional file 2: Figure S2A). The gene regu-
latory network was composed of 11 genes where tran-
scription was ignored and therefore only proteins were
explicitly modeled (11 relevant variables). In contrast to
model 1, the values of all protein degradation rate con-
stants are not identical. In model 2, for each protein pro-
duction process only the promoter strength has to be
estimated and the protein production rate for a given
gene is assumed to be proportional to the promoter
strength of the corresponding promoter. Therefore,
given that there are 16 regulatory interactions among
the genes, the total number of parameters to estimate is
61: 3 for each regulatory interaction (16 synthesis rates,
16 Kd, and 16 Hill parameters), 11 degradation rates,
and 2 basal transcriptional rates for genes 5 and 11 that
are not regulated by any other gene (see Table 1). Finally,
participants were asked to provide the three missing
links in the gene network (r9, r10 and r12 in Additional
file 2: Figure S2A), as well as their associated parameters
(Kd and h).
A credit system mimicking a limited experimental budget
The participants are given a virtual budget of ‘credits’ to
buy data from experiments (produced in silico). These
experiments are used to estimate parameters of the gene
regulatory networks in order to predict the dynamics
under a perturbed condition in model 1 or to determine
the missing links in model 2. The models were initially
sketched out using TinkerCell [22] and simulated and
tuned using Jarnac [23]. Perturbations that provided the
data sets used for the parameter estimation were gener-
ated using Jarnac. We ran a first parameter estimation
challenge (very similar problem to model 1) in DREAM6
(2011) with 3 models of 6, 7 and 9 genes. In DREAM6
we found compatibility issues when using different
solvers. Therefore, in DREAM7 we ran these simulations
with COPASI [24], Jarnac, Matlab [http://www.mathworks.
com], SBML simulator [http://www.ra.cs.uni-tuebingen.de/
software/SBMLsimulator/index.html] and Roadrunner
[https://code.google.com/p/roadrunnerlib/] to ensure that
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Figure 1 (See legend on next page.)
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Figure 1 Model and gene regulatory network of the parameter estimation challenge. A. Example of a case of regulation of the transcription of
coding sequence g4 by proteins p1 and p4, respectively activator and repressor, through the activator (as4, green box) and repressor (rs2, red box) sites.
The rate of production of g4 is given by the transcription dependent on the promoter pro4. The rate of production of p4 is given by the translation
dependent on the ribosomal binding site rbs4. B. Gene network from model 1 of the Parameter Prediction challenge consisting of 9 genes whose 45
parameters and the prediction of response to perturbations were requested from challenge participants.
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available perturbations and their associated costs are:
i. gene deletion, that produces the elimination of both
mRNA and protein for the gene for 800 credits;
ii. siRNA-mediated knockdown, that increases the
mRNA degradation rate 10-fold for 350 credits;A
C
time
Figure 2 Scores and correlation between parameter and protein pred
the mRNAs from the 9 genes for model 1 network. Dots are the data with no
noise model B. Overall scores from the participants calculated from the p-valu
different metrics used for challenge scoring described in Additional file 3: Figu
predictions for the parameters and the protein perturbation predictions are p
represented by its rank number in the final scoring except for the best perfor
red line is a visual reference for a perfect fit. D. For each of the 45 parameters
participants is correlated (R2) to the unique vector of Dprot values, the protein
parameters ordered by increasing correlation value, with from left to right, pro
v11_h, v1_h, pro7_strength, v4_Kd, v12_Kd, pro8_strength, rbs9_strength, v10
v3_h, v7_h, rbs7_strength, v3_Kd, rbs2_strength, pro9_strength, v6_h, rbs1_st
p_degradation_rate, v2_h, rbs3_strength, rbs6_strength, rbs5_strength, rbs8_iii. a decrease of RBS (ribosomal binding site) activity
that leads to a 10-fold decrease in translation rate
for 450 credits.
Upon each of these types of perturbation, the teams
could purchase data collected with different technolo-
















































iction distances for model 1. A. Graph representing the dynamics of
ise, lines represent the data without noise and shades the associated
es as indicated by the formula. P-values were obtained from the two
re S1. C. The participant distances defined for scoring the submitted
lotted respectively in the y-axis Dparam and x-axis Dprot. Each team is
mer Orangeballs. The R2 coefficient for a linear fit in log-scale is 0.23; the
in the model, the vector of parameter values submitted by the 12
perturbation prediction distance values. The graph shows the
5_strength, v10_Kd, pro3_strength, v9_Kd, v4_h, v8_Kd, v8_h, v1_Kd,
_h, pro2_strength, v9_h, pro1_strength, v12_h, v5_h, pro4_strength,
rength, v7_Kd, pro6_strength, v6_Kd, v11_Kd, v2_Kd, v5_Kd, v13_h,
strength, rbs4_strength, v13_Kd.
Table 1 Model parameters summary
Parameter Model 1 Model 2
Promoter strength 9 X
rbs strength 9 X
Protien synthesis X 16
Basals X 2
Degradation rate 1 11
kd 13 16
Hill coefficient 13 16
Total 45 61
Parameters involved in the parameter estimation challenge and the network
topology challenge. The nature of each parameter is indicated on the first
column, and the number of parameters in Model 1 for the parameter
estimation challenge and Model 2 for the network topology challenge are listed
in the second and the third column, respectively.
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buy time course data for:
i. protein abundance for 2 proteins of their choice at
the highest resolution (every time unit) using
fluorescence protein fusion for 400 credits;
ii. mRNA (for all genes) measured with a microarray,
at either low resolution (every 4 time units) or high
resolution (every 2 time units), at 500 and 1000
credits, respectively. Microarrays were only available
in challenge 1, since the model of challenge 2 does
not include mRNA;
iii. protein abundance for all proteins measured via
mass spectrometry, also at high and low resolution
for 500 and 1000 credits, respectively. This was
available only in challenge 2, as an alternative to the
microarrays of challenge 1.
Specific parameter values, namely the binding affinity
(Kd) and Hill coefficient (h), obtained from a gel-shift ex-
periment, were also available for 1600 credits for a given
transcription factor.
Finally, in both data modalities a noisy measure-
ment is simulated by adding some noise to the deter-
ministic value of each variable. More precisely, if v is
the simulated value, we report as the measured value:
vnoisy = v + 0.1 × g1 + 0.2 × g2 × v, where g1 and g2 are
Gaussian random variables with standard deviations of 1.
That is, for small v the standard deviation of vnoisy is close
to 0.1, while when v is large, vnoisy amounts to measuring
v with a standard error close to 20% of the true value.
Note that if the value after noise addition is smaller than
0, the value of vnoisy is clipped at 0.
Challenge results
The network topology and parameter inference challenge
is composed of two parts corresponding to the two sub-
challenges. The scoring of participants’ submissionsreflects this two-tiered structure and is composed of two
different scores (see Methods for a detailed description).
The first score determines the ranking of teams in the
parameter inference challenge by combining (i) the dis-
tance between the simulated and predicted protein con-
centration values and (ii) the distance between estimated
and known parameters (model 1). The second score
ranks the network topology challenge submissions based
on the predictions for 3 missing links in the regulatory
gene network (model 2).
In order to solve the challenge, participants were
allowed to spend credits to procure data generated in
silico. One could have designed a multi-optimization
task where participants would have to balance their per-
formance with budget expense. However, there is no
standard or obvious way of deciding the optimal balance
between these two terms. Thus, reflecting the common
situation of an experimental laboratory that has been
awarded a research grant with a budget for experiments
to be spent in a certain amount of time, scoring in this
challenge considered only their predictions. It did not
take into account the amount of credits spent, and par-
ticipants were encouraged to spend the whole budget.
As the questions posed in models 1 and 2 are differ-
ent, identifying topology in one case and identifying pa-
rameters in the other, we decided to separate the two
challenges and select a winner for each one. Figure 2B
and Table 2 indicate that team orangeballs is the clear
winner of the parameter estimation challenge with an
overall score of 27.40 (see Additional file 3: Figure S1 for
p-values). Table 3 shows that the winner of the network
inference challenge is team crux with an overall score of
1.83 (see Additional file 3: Figure S2B for p-values).
Parameter inference results
An intriguing result of the parameter inference challenge
is that although the best performing team orangeballs
achieved the least error in both submitted parameters
and protein predictions, these two metrics did not
always correlate (see Table 2). The 10th overall ranked
team was second in parameter estimation but last in
protein prediction. Conversely, the second overall ranked
team was next to last in parameter estimation but second
in protein prediction (Figure 2C). Although, as indicated
by an R2 = 0.23 for the correlation of parameter distance
D1
param to protein prediction distance D1
prot (Figure 2C), it
is expected that some parameters do not influence the
outcome of certain proteins, the discrepancy for the 2nd
and 10th overall ranked teams was puzzling. After contact-
ing the 10th team we learned that their optimization ob-
jective was centered on the parameters and not on protein
prediction. This underscores how the choice of scoring
metric is not a trivial question and can dramatically influ-
ence the results [5]. Conversely, the 2nd ranked team
















Selection of data Sampling
Orangeballs 0.0229 3.25E-03 0.002438361 1.21E - 25 27.4 no yes Game Tree Sequential local
search
2 0.8404 1.00E + 00 0.016023721 3.39E-18 17.5 no no Manual based on
parameter uncertainty
Global method
3 0.1592 6.00E-01 0.035404398 4.45E-15 14.6 yes no Manual LH
4 0.0899 1.88E-01 0.047495432 6.28E-14 13.9 no yes Manual LM + Particle Swarm
5 0.1683 6.45E-01 0.09791128 4.01E-11 10.6 yes no Train + Sim UKF
6 0.0453 1.37E-02 0.198785197 1.93E-08 9.6 no no A=Criterion Local (LM)
7 0.1702 6.45E-01 0.362463945 2.90E-06 5.7 no yes Sensitivity analysis Hybrid (Local + Global)
8 0.8128 1.00E + 00 0.356429217 2.53E-06 5.6 yes no Estimation of improved
uncertainty
Global (MH)
9 0.3766 9.99E-01 0.817972877 1.34E-03 2.9 yes yes MI ABC-SMC
10 0.0699 9.83E-02 19.32326868 1.00E + 00 1.0 no yes Minimize variance
based on FI
Multistart local search
11 0.1883 7.29E-01 3.222767988 6.90E-01 0.3 no no Train + Sim LH + DE
12 5.0278 1.00E + 00 14.77443631 1.00E + 00 0.0 no no Manual Local method
Table for Model 1 of the parameter inference challenge contains anonymized teams (except for best performer) ordered by Score rank. Next to each team is listed
its parameter distance and associated p-value, protein distance and associated p-value and the score. The last four columns indicate the features of the fitting
strategies used by the participants. Abbreviations used for the features: ABC-SMC, Approximate Bayesian Computation with Sequential Monte Carlo; DE, Differential
Evolution; FI, Fisher Information; LH, Latin Hypercube; LM, Levenberg-Marquardt; MH, Metropolis Hastings; MI, Maximize Mutual Information between parameters
and output of experiments; Train + Sim, iterative steps of training on data and simulation to find most informative experiments; Rank rank experiments in top 10%
of the A-Criterion (trace of the covariance matrix) according to price; UKF, Unscented Kalman Filtering.
Table 3 Scores and features of network topology challenge
Model 2 Network score p-value Score Link addition
crux 12 1.49E-02 1.83 Manual
2 9 5.60E-02 1.25 Manual
3 8 1.07E-01 0.97 Manual first + algorithm
4 8 1.07E-01 0.97 Manual('logic reasoning')
5 8 1.07E-01 0.97 Manual
6 7 2.10E-01 0.68 Algorithm(Grenits)
7 6 3.83E-01 0.42 Manual
8 5 6.01E-01 0.22 Manual
9 4 8.01E-01 0.10 Did not participate
10 4 8.01E-01 0.10 Did not participate
11 3 9.86E-01 0.01 Manual
12 2 1.00E + 00 0 Algorithm GP-DREAM
Table for Model 2 of the Network topology Challenge contains anonymized
teams (except for best performer) ordered by Score rank. Next to each team is
listed their network score snetwork, associated p-value and the final score Score.
The last column indicates the features of the link addition strategies used by
the participants.
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grouped together parameters that they found to be non-
identifiable. Combinations of such non-identifiable param-
eters, such as Kd and h for a regulation reaction, were the
quantities important to be able to correctly predict per-
turbed values for p3, p5 and p8; thus, parameters far from
the gold standard would still lead to good predictions of
protein perturbation, as long as the implied combined
quantities were close to the model solution. It is possible
that different parameter values could lead to similar dy-
namical behavior and, as the 2nd ranked team did, repro-
ducing the original dynamical system behaviors might be
more relevant than parameter estimation.
To further investigate this possibility, we analyzed the
dependence of the protein perturbation predictions on
each individual parameter, and calculated for each one
of the 45 parameters the correlation of the vector of par-
ticipants’ submitted parameter values to their protein
prediction distance, D1
prot. D1
prot was most dependent on
the values of parameters directly involved in p3, p5 and p8
production such as, Kd for r13 (R
2 = 0.88), rbs4 (R2 = 0 .66),
rbs8 (R2 = 0.61), rbs5 (R2 = 0.59), rbs3 (R2 = 0 .45)
(Figure 2D). Only protein degradation (R2 = 0 .35) is a
global parameter. The strong dependency of p3, p5, p8
prediction levels on only a few parameters may explain
the low correlation between D1
prot and D1
param.Aggregation of participants’ results
For model 1, most participants’ time-course predictions of
proteins p3, p5 and p8 are close to the solution (Figure 3A
blue lines) but, as seen in other DREAM challenges
[25,26], aggregated participant submissions are robust, as
AB
C D
Figure 3 Scores of aggregated participant results. A. Protein concentrations of participants’ predictions (in blue) and the solution (green) are
plotted against time for proteins p3, p5 and p8 under the perturbed conditions considered for scoring. B. Participant submissions are aggregated by
averaging each protein concentration for individual time points, starting from the 2 best performing teams until all 12 teams are included. Each
aggregated result is plotted in blue and the solution is plotted in green. C. Log scale distance to the solution of parameter predictions is plotted for
participant teams ordered by rank (blue line) and geometric means of parameter predictions from teams ordered by number of aggregated teams
following parameter distance rank (green line) or inverse rank order (red line). D. Log-scale distance to the solution of proteins p3, p5 and p8 under
perturbed conditions is plotted for participant teams ordered by rank (blue line) and aggregated teams. Aggregations were computed for the predictions
of the teams, ordered by number of aggregated teams ranging from 1 to 12, following prediction distance rank (green line) or inverse order (red line).
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outliers (Figure 3B blue lines). Predictions were aggregated
by averaging each protein concentration for individual
time-points starting from the best performing team,
followed by averaging the first and second best performing
teams, and so on until all 12 teams were included.
This phenomenon also occurs when aggregating the
participants’ submitted parameters by geometric mean
using the same procedure as above. D1
param for this ag-
gregation by geometric mean shows that for up to eight
aggregated teams, the aggregated team submission is
closer to the solution when compared to D1
param for the
best individual team submission (Figure 3C blue line
and green line). However, performance of teams aggre-
gated from worst to best (that is, the worst performing
team, followed by the worst and second worst perform-
ing teams and so on until all 12 teams are included)
fares overall poorer than individual teams (Figure 3C red
line). In a real situation, without the gold standard, one
would not know which participants fare better; in such a
case performance of randomly aggregated predictions
would fall between these two extreme cases of aggrega-
tion. Importantly, aggregating parameters of all teams
fares as well as the third best performing team, and
therefore it is a better strategy to aggregate results from
multiple teams than choose a single given method.
Results are mitigated when one considers D1
prot as a
measure of the effectiveness of the aggregation of solu-
tions. Indeed, choosing as a solution the aggregation of
all teams brings a D1
prot that is worse than eight of the
teams (Figure 3C blue line and last point in green line).
This is due to the fact that participants obtained very
good predictions for the protein measurements: the win-
ner orangeballs obtained a relative p-value of 1.21. 10-25,
compared to 3.35. 10-3 for parameter estimation results
(see Additional file 3: Figure S1). In practical terms, the
aggregated prediction of all teams as shown by Figure 3B
is still a very good prediction for the perturbations
effect.
In model 2, to find the participants’ consensus 3 missing
links, we counted how often links were submitted by par-
ticipants and chose the 3 most popular ones (Figure 4C).
Although this strategy limits the possibility of obtain-
ing higher scores, as most participants submitted links
that controlled only one gene, the score of this con-
sensus submission matches the best performing team
crux (Figure 4B & C).
Analysis of participants’ strategies and experimental
credit usage
The various types of data and perturbations were used
differently by teams for each of the challenges. Available
data types were slightly different between the challenges,
since mass spectrometry data was not available forchallenge 1 and microarray data was not available for
challenge 2. Of the 13 different possible combinations of
experiments, the most demanded one was the measure-
ment via fluorescent microscopy of time-courses of two
proteins (Figure 5A). This experiment, which was also
the cheapest one, was requested in 68% of all the teams’
inquiries and also for the best performing team orange-
balls. The most demanded type within the fluorescent
experiments was wildtype (33%). The low-resolution
wildtype microarray was the least demanded, as it was
given as initial data to the participants. In 15% of the so-
lution strategies, teams used credits to purchase the
Michaelis constant and Hill coefficient parameters via
gel-shift experiments.
For the network inference challenge, credits were
mostly spent on mass-spectrometry, although fluores-
cent microscopy of wildtype time-courses came in a
strong second (see Figure 5C). In contrast to the param-
eter estimation challenge, no team directly bought pa-
rameters via a gel-shift experiment. Alternative strategies
can also be seen on the paths followed by the partici-
pants when purchasing experimental data (Figure 5B
and D for models 1 and 2, respectively). In brief, winning
strategies for model 1 acquired microarray data to have
precise measurements on genes and then mainly used
fluorescent time-course experiments to refine parameter
values. For model 2, wild-type fluorescence data was used
to cheaply find disagreements between data and model
and then mass spectroscopy experiments with perturba-
tions were used to test for potential missing links.
These differences indicate alternative strategies for the
solution of both challenges (see details in Tables 2 and 3).
Briefly, 5 out of 12 teams used a Bayesian framework, and
4 used some strategy based on decomposing the network
into smaller sub-networks for further analysis. The sam-
pling of the parameter space was performed with a variety
of methods: local, often using multi-start strategies to
avoid getting stuck in local minima; global; or hybrid. The
key question for model 1 was how to choose new inform-
ative experiments. To address it, most teams used in silico
perturbations to infer which experiments would be more
informative. They defined this using different metrics,
such as Fisher information, mutual information, etc. Par-
ticularly innovative was the strategy of the winning team
orangeballs based on a game tree, as it could easily be
adapted to bigger networks. For challenge 2, asking which
experiment was the most informative had to be combined
with a strategy to explore the network topology to find
missing links. Few teams used algorithms for network in-
ference, while most teams, including the winner, used
heuristics based on manual inspection of the network and
intuition. As an illustration of the different approaches,
the best performers for each challenge describe in detail
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Figure 4 Dynamics and scores of the network topology challenge. A. Time courses of the proteins from the 11 proteins in the model 2
network. Dots are the data with noise, lines represent the data without noise and shades the associated noise model. B. Ordered scores from the
participants as well as the score of the consensus solution defined as the 3 most submitted links. Scores were calculated from the p-values as
indicated in Methods, Additional file 2: Figure S2 and Additional file 1. C. The 3 links r9, r10, r12 composing the solution to the Network Inference
challenge are shown in their numeric (top left) and diagram (bottom left) notations. The list of submitted participant links is shown (right) in its
numeric notation as well as the number of times such links were submitted. The links colored in blue indicate the consensus network composed
of the 3 most submitted links whose score is indicated in (B). D. Diagrams of consensus network of links (blue) and solution (black). Dashed arrow
indicates an indirect regulation.
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(from team orangeballs)
The basic idea of our approach was to compute a
maximum-likelihood fit of the model parameters given
observed data purchased from in silico experiments.
Computing the likelihood function is straightforward be-
cause once the model parameters have been specified,
we have all the equations needed to simulate time
courses and calculate likelihoods based on the specified
noise model. Choosing an optimal sequence of data pur-
chases is challenging, however: because of the limited
budget, it is critical to select experiments most likely tobe informative even when the model behavior is initially
largely unknown.
We began our analysis of each model by buying time
courses of all proteins under wildtype conditions. These
experiments were by far the cheapest and allowed us to
start making initial guesses at parameter values. For ex-
ample, the protein degradation rate can be estimated
from the time course of a non-regulated protein (e.g., p6
in Figure 1B), the RBS values can be read off from
steady-state values of [protein]/[mRNA], and in cases
where we have a guess that regulatory coefficient values






























Figure 5 Analysis of experimental credit usage in challenges A. Histogram indicating the number of times credits were spent on an
experiment for the parameter estimation challenge. The nature of the experiments is indicated on the horizontal axis. B. Histogram indicating the
number of times credits were spent on an experiment for the network topology challenge. C. Diagram indicating the sequence of experiments
performed in the parameter estimation challenge. Each box represents a different experiment and the arrows indicate the sequence followed.
Dark arrows represent the most used paths with numbers indicating usage, and grey arrows indicate a single usage. The path of the winning
team is shown with red arrows and the order of the experiments is indicated via roman numerals. D. Diagram indicating the sequence of
experiments performed in the network topology challenge. Each box represents a different experiment and the arrows indicate the sequence
followed as in (C).
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concentrations. Observation of the dynamics of protein
and mRNA time courses also sometimes allows estima-
tion of dissociation constants.
Having initial guesses of the parameters, we then viewed
the problem of choosing successive data purchases as agame tree of possible sequences of experiments, with the
goal being to identify paths most likely to reduce the un-
certainty as much as possible at minimum cost. Given that
the optimal sequences change as data is purchased (re-
vealing information about the model parameters), we gen-
erally tried to find experiments to perform early on that (i)
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eter values, or (ii) would provide information distinguish-
ing the most disparate possibilities (e.g., in some cases it
was impossible to tell initially whether a regulator was
performing full activation or zero activation).
Because of the combinatorial complexity of possible
data purchase paths, however, it was critical to apply
heuristics to estimate the utility of purchases and to
limit the search space. Given the heuristic nature of the
search and the relatively small size of the networks, we
found it most practical to map out plausible purchase
paths on paper rather than codifying our game tree
search scheme. We now describe a few key heuristics we
developed that we found most valuable.
 Steady-state values provide the cleanest
measurements of parameters because having a
multiplicity of measurements of the same steady-
state value allows for averaging out noise. Moreover,
combining different steady-state values enables
direct inference of activation and repression
parameters (kd and h coefficients). Indeed, at steady-
state, the following relations hold:
mRNA degradation rateð Þ  mRNA½ 
¼ pro strengthð Þ  regulatory termsð Þ
and
protein degradationð Þ  protein½  ¼ rbs strengthð Þ  mRNA½ 
Combining these equations,regulatory termsð Þ
¼ mRNA degradation rateð Þ  protein degradation rateð Þ
 protein½ = pro strengthð Þ  rbs strengthð Þð Þ
Considering for the moment the case of a single
repressor, there are two unknowns, Kd and h, and
the left side has the form1
1þ regulatory protein½ Kd
 h
Different steady-states under experimental perturbations
yield values of the right side corresponding to different
values of the regulatory protein concentration, and
taking ratios of these values isolates the effect of the
regulation. It follows that 3 steady-state measurements
are theoretically enough to determine Kd and h. In
light of noise, however, it is very important that the
steady states cover a range of concentrations of the
regulatory protein that includes or comes near
the value of Kd.
 For the purpose of obtaining new steady-state
measurements at minimal cost, a trade-off has to beconsidered between protein measurements (which
get 2 new steady states) and mRNA measurements
(which get values for all genes, but at much lower
resolution). Additionally, a given perturbation
typically only produces new steady states for a small
number of genes because the effect of the perturbation
is often mitigated downstream (by saturation of an
activator or repressor). We found that 2-protein
measurements generally seemed to be most cost-
effective with a few exceptions.
 Most protein and mRNA time courses simply
converge to steady-state behavior, but in cases with
interesting dynamics, the time trace information is
highly informative and can allow inference of
parameters with fewer perturbations; this is
important to keep in mind to reduce costs.
 For some regulations, the only option is to measure
Kd and h directly using (expensive) gel-shift
experiments. These problematic cases arise when it
is difficult to keep the protein concentration at the
scale of Kd for a reasonable amount of time; most
often this happens when Kd is very small and the
regulating protein increases quickly in concentration.
Another case is if K is much larger than any observed
concentrations of the regulatory protein.
These heuristics collectively allowed us to drastically
limit the number of candidate experiments to consider
at each purchasing step, typically just to one or two pos-
sible experiments directed at investigating each unknown
parameter. Because the scoring function was based on
total squared relative error, prioritizing the least con-
strained parameters was clearly advantageous and further
reduced the search space. Additionally, whenever we were
able to identify components of a model that functioned
approximately independently, we applied a divide-and-
conquer approach to analyze each component in isolation –
again limiting the combinatorial explosion of search paths –
and then aggregated the results,
As a final note, after finding potential perturbations to
run using these heuristics, we were able to test whether
the experiments were likely to achieve their objectives
by simply simulating the effects of the perturbations and
checking whether different values of the parameters led
to noticeably different time traces. We found this simple
check to be very useful in helping decide which data to
buy.Winning strategy for the network inference challenge
(from team crux)
From the point of view of statistical methodology, inferring
missing links in a gene regulatory network model based on
experimental data constitutes a model discrimination issue.
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address this benchmark challenge.
For the given error model which can be described by a
probability distribution ρ and a presumed network struc-
ture M, the likelihood is a product
L θð Þ ¼
Y
i
ρ yi M; θj Þð
over all data points yi interpreted as a function of the pa-
rameters θ. Evaluating the likelihood L requires the nu-
merical integration of the ODEs which we performed
using the CVODES algorithm of the SUNDIALS pack-
age [27]. Estimating the parameters by the maximum
likelihood method requires numerical optimization of
the likelihood. For this purpose, the trust-region method
(MATLAB, R2011a, The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA)
was applied. Since gradient-based optimization critically
relies on the accuracy of the first derivatives and finite
difference approximations are known to be inappropriate
for ODEs [28], the first derivatives were calculated by
solving the so-called sensitivity equations [27]. The
Hessian is approximated as a product of the Jacobian to
obtain second derivative information [29].
Since the model is nonlinear with respect to the pa-
rameters, the likelihood landscape can exhibit local
minima. Therefore, optimization was repeated using
multiple initial guesses. For this purpose, we used Latin
hypercube sampling to efficiently explore the parameter
space [30].
To assess the model’s ability to explain the data, we






where x denotes the concentrations predicted by the
model. Moreover, likelihood ratios have been utilized to
statistically test whether extending the model by add-
itional parameters significantly improves the fit. Since in
the challenge the measurement errors were given as nor-
mally distributed, log-likelihood ratios are in fact pro-
portional to differences of χ2.
The profile likelihood [31] was used to assess param-
eter identifiability. Informative experimental conditions
were found by exploring the model predictions within
the parameter confidence intervals, i.e. by simulating the
model for all parameter vectors obtained within the pro-
file likelihood calculation [31]. In general, perturbations
and observations which are informative for estimating
parameters are characterized by large variations of the
model predictions which are reduced if the respective
conditions are evaluated experimentally [32]. In the case
of several potential model structures, this procedure can
be repeated for each model to identify experimentalsetups where candidate models yield qualitatively differ-
ent predictions.
Initially, we performed less costly protein measure-
ments for the wildtype setting to have a minimal amount
of experimental information enabling the application of
the tools introduced above. In this stage, we already
gained confidence that the data required an extension of
the model allowing for oscillations. Introducing a negative
feedback on protein p1 mostly improved our outcome.
In the next stage, we favored mass spectrometry ex-
periments since they provide comprehensive information
of all regulators and targets. Having a complete data set
for a perturbation setting is advantageous to minimize
the risk of erroneously proposing links. Moreover, we
preferred high-resolution data to obtain as much infor-
mation as possible about the dynamics. We noticed that
missing links with a Hill-type kinetic are only identifi-
able if the concentrations of the regulator cover the
range around the respective Michaelis constant Kd.
Therefore, we primarily concentrated on perturbations
where we expected largely different concentration ranges
of potential regulators.
Additional file 4: Table S1 provides a summary of our it-
erative experimental planning decisions. We could cor-
rectly identify the regulatory effects of p7 and p11, we
found p1 as negatively and p11 as positively regulated tar-
gets and could thereby reach 12 points in the assessment
discussed in Section 2.3.1. We could not find the link from
p5 on the common promoter of the genes of p5 and p6.
However, after the organizers provided the true parame-
ters to the participants, we recognized that this link is dif-
ficult to detect due to the fact that for almost all
perturbations the concentration of p5 is clearly above the
Michaelis constant Kd = 17.9 of this missing link.
Discussion
In order to evaluate how well mechanistic models could
be built upon inferred biological networks, we tested the
accuracy of model parameter predictions and missing
link identification. Surprisingly, with a limited amount of
data, participants were able to reliably predict the value
of the parameters and temporal evolution of 3 proteins
under perturbed conditions in the parameter inference
challenge. Participants did not fare so well in the network
topology challenge; although 2 of the 3 links involved
were identified (Figure 4), none of the teams found more
than one correct link.
Aggregation of participant results
DREAM results for a diverse set of challenges have recur-
rently demonstrated the “wisdom of crowds” phenome-
non, where aggregation of participants’ results has proven
to give robust and top performing results [3,25,26]. The
network topology and parameter estimation challenge is
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not only because it is the first one to address the dynamics
of a bio-molecular network using a given biochemical
(mechanistic) model, but also because it uses a credit sys-
tem for participants to obtain in silico experimental data
in an iterative manner.
In spite of these original features, we have been able to
obtain, as in other DREAM challenges, a robust and high-
performing set of predictions based on the geometric
mean for the parameters and arithmetic mean for the pro-
tein predictions (Figure 3C, D). Geometric mean proved
an adequate approach to address the issue that parameter
values predicted by different teams could vary several or-
ders of magnitude. Notably, this aggregation method re-
sulted in several solutions with a reduced distance to the
parameter values (Figure 3D). It is not clear whether the
success of aggregating results is partially due to more data
sets being used, since each participant had access to po-
tentially different experimental data. Note, however, that
this is not equivalent to a single participant using the
combination of the data used by all participants.
For the network topology challenge, although only crux
had statistically significant results, the consensus 3 miss-
ing links obtained by majority voting to select the most
submitted links had a top performing score (Figure 4B, C).
Interestingly, only one of the three consensus links is cor-
rect (r12 Figure 4B), but the two others correctly implicate
genes 1, 7 and 11, although the direction and nature of
the regulatory link is incorrect. This proves how difficult it
is to differentiate between regulatory diagrams based
solely on limited experimental data and perturbations
(Figure 4D).
Participants’ methods and credit usage
The strategies for data acquisition were different for the
parameter inference and the network topology challenges.
As shown in the histograms of Figure 5, participants in
the first challenge used most of their credits to collect
fluorescent data from time-courses of two proteins. In
the second challenge participants equally used mass-
spectroscopy experiments and fluorescent protein time-
courses. The interpretation of such diverging strategies
can be illustrated from the sequence of data acquisitions
of the best performing teams (Figure 5B, D). For the first
challenge, orangeballs acquired microarray data to have
precise measurements on genes and then mainly used
fluorescent time-course-experiments to refine parameter
values. On the second challenge, crux first used credits
on wildtype fluorescence data, to cheaply obtain a set-
ting with qualitative disagreement between data and
model, and then used mass spectroscopy experiments
with perturbations to test for potential missing links.
Also, Table 2 suggests that best performing teams mostly
took a manual approach for credit usage; automaticmethods relying only on a numerical criterion seem not
to perform as well for these mechanistic models.
Conclusions
Our results show that from a defined gene network
model it is possible to accurately determine the kinetic
parameters of a gene regulatory circuit, given simple
fluorescent-based experimental data and an adequate in-
ference strategy. More generally, our results suggest that
state-of-the-art parameter estimation and experimental
design methods can in principle determine accurate pa-
rameters of biochemical models of gene regulation, but
the task is considerably more difficult or maybe impos-
sible to unequivocally solve if the knowledge of the top-
ology is not precise, as often is the case.
As they stand, this study and the underlying data and
models are a useful resource for those interested in devel-
oping parameter inference methods and to benchmark
them against state-of-the-art methods. This strategy could
be extended and tested on larger, genome size gene net-
works using whole-cell models [33], or alternatively,
laboratory-produced data on synthetic circuits could be
used instead of in silico data. Expanding these methods
may allow precise determination of kinetic reaction pa-
rameters in cases where direct experimental measure-
ments do not exist or are difficult to obtain.
Methods
Scoring the parameter estimation challenge
Distance between simulated and predicted values
For model 1, participants were requested to predict three
protein time courses from t0 = 0 to t = 20 seconds with a
sampling Δt = 0.5, for a total of N = 41 data points. We de-
note ti the time at data point i. The predicted and simu-
lated levels of protein k are denoted pk
pred and pk
sim(t) with
k = 3, 5, 8 as the proteins required to be predicted are p3, p5,
and p8 (see Figure 1B). These predictions were required for
an experiment where the network is perturbed simultan-
eously with a 10-fold decrease of r9kd, a 2-fold increase in
rbs3 strength and a 10-fold increase of rbs5 strength. These
proteins and perturbed states were chosen so that predic-
tions could not be trivially inferred from purchased data.
Because the initial conditions are given, the real challen-
ging predictions take place after some time has elapsed
from t0. We considered that time to be 10 intervals of
time and thus evaluated the predictions from the 11th time
point onwards. Accordingly, the squared distance between










pred tið Þ−pksim tið Þ
 2
σ2b þ σ2s pk sim tið Þð Þ2
 
Note that the squared difference terms are normalized
with the variance, and the variance follows the noise
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σb = 0.1 and σs = 0.2). The quantity σ2s represents a
baseline, signal-independent, measurement noise, and σ2s
represents a signal-dependent measurement noise.
Finally, the difference is divided by (3 * (N-11)) the
number of terms being added, to obtain a mean distance
value. The distance Dprot1 was computed for each team.
To statistically evaluate the performance of the teams,
a relative null hypothesis was created from this distance,
based on the predictions of all the participants. For each
protein, we chose at random one of the 12 participant’s
predictions for the first time point pk
pred(ti), then at ran-
dom one of the 12 predictions for the next time point,
and so on. We therefore obtained a value of Dprot1 that
would correspond to one possible random choice of pre-
dictions amongst all the participants. Repeating this
process a large number of times, we generated a distri-
bution of squared distances, from which a p-value can
be estimated for Dprot1 . That p-value will be denoted as
pprot1 (see Additional file 3: Figure S1A).
Distance between estimated and known parameters
As degradation rates are equal for all proteins, only one
degradation parameter has to be determined and thus
model 1 has Np = 45 parameters to be considered for
scoring.
Let us denote as vi
pred and vi
real the predicted and ac-
tual parameter values used in the simulations, where i
runs between 1 and Np. The mismatch between esti-
mated and true parameters will be assessed on the log-
scale. In this way, a mismatch by a factor of x has the
same penalty independent of the parameter’s nominal
value and the ratio is also independent of physical unit
changes. Therefore the “distance” between predicted and










Similar to the case of the distance between simulated
and predicted protein abundances, a relative null hy-
pothesis is created from the distance between estimated
and known parameters based on the predictions of all
the participants. For each parameter, we chose at ran-
dom one of the 12 participant’s predictions for the par-
ameter. We therefore obtained a value of D that would
correspond to one possible random choice of predictions
amongst all the participants. By doing the same process
a large number of times, we generated a distribution of
distances between known and estimated parameters,
from which a p-value can be estimated for D1
param. That
p-value will be denoted as p1
param (see Additional file 3:
Figure S1B).For each team the overall score Score1 combining both
parameters and protein values is defined as
Score1 ¼ − log p1prot⋅p1paramð Þ
Scoring the network topology inference challenge
Distance between the estimated and true network
For model 2 we requested the prediction of 3 missing links
of the network as shown in Additional file 2: Figure S2A.
Protein dynamics are different from Model 1 and in par-
ticular include oscillatory behavior (Figure 4A). In order to
facilitate the task of the participants, the possible universe
of links was reduced by a rule stating that (i) genes could
only establish a maximum of two regulating links and (ii)
a link could regulate up to two genes in the same operon.
Hence, six gene interactions had to be indicated by the
participants composed of three links regulating up to two
genes and also defining whether the gene regulation is ac-
tivating (+) or repressing (−).
For each of the three predicted links i = 1,2,3, we de-
fined a score si
link that gives a value between 0 and 6 de-
pending on how well the link is captured: a perfect
prediction of the link is rewarded with 6 points, while
correctly predicting only the starting gene, the end gene,
or the sign of the effect, is given a lower score. Specific-
ally, the score is computed as
si
link ¼ Li þ Ni;
Where Li = 6 if one connection has all its elements cor-
rectly predicted (that is, the source gene, the sign of the
connection, and the destination gene are all correct). For
the special case that a link regulates an operon composed
of two genes and both connections are correct, reflecting
the correct prediction of two connections, a doubled
number of points Li = 12 was awarded. Otherwise, Li = 0
if some element of the connection is not fully correct. If Li
= 6 or 12 then Ni = 0 and the scoring for that link is
complete, with a final score si
link of 6 or 12, respectively. In
case a link is not correctly predicted (Li = 0), Ni adds to
the score a value (less than 6) indicating how good the
prediction is. Each gene interaction is positive or negative
and composed of a source and a destination gene. Then,
Ni is increased by 1 for each correctly predicted gene, and
by 2 if the destination gene and the nature of the regula-
tion (i.e. +/−) are correct. Correct (+/−) predictions with-
out the correct associated genes are given no points. Some
examples of these scores are provided in the non-
exhaustive Additional file 5: Table S2.
The scores for the predictions of the three missing
links are added in a global score
snetwork ¼ s1link þ s2link þ s3link
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of scores from a large number of surrogate gene net-
works obtained by randomly adding 3 links that follow
the connection rules indicated in the challenge descrip-
tion. For each participant, a p2
netw p-value associated with
the score under the null hypothesis is calculated (see
Additional file 2: Figure S2B), and then the final score
Score2 for this challenge is computed as
Score2 ¼ −log p2netwð Þ
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Additional file 1: Supplementary material files– Models and
Submissions – model and data for challenge are provided as
supplementary material as well as participants’ submissions. Models
are provided in MATLAB and Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML
format) and the submissions name reflects the rank except for the best
performing teams. They are also available at the DREAM site (http://www.
the-dream-project.org/challenges/network-topology-and-parameter-
inference-challenge).
Additional file 2: Figure S2. Network topology challenge gene
network and scores A. Gene network for model 2 of 11 genes and 45
parameters where links r9, r10, r12 were missing and whose identity
challenge participants had to determine. B. A score is calculated based
on the 3 different links predicted and a p-value is calculated based on
the distribution of randomly generated links used as a null-hypothesis
(see main text).
Additional file 3: Figure S1. Score calculation of the Parameter
Estimation Challenge. A. A distance as shown by the equation is
calculated based on the 45 parameters predicted values and a p-value is
calculated when compared to a distribution of randomly generated rela-
tive null-hypothesis. B. A distance as shown by the equation is calculated
based on the predicted protein concentration value for p3, p5 and p8
and a p-value is calculated when compared to a distribution of randomly
generated relative null-hypothesis.
Additional file 4: Table S1. Summary of the experimental design
considerations of team crux for the network inference challenge. The
second column denotes the chosen experimental conditions in the
notation used during the challenge. The arguments underlying their
decisions are denoted by abbreviations. Wild-type measurements provide
data for substantially fewer credits (argument “WT”). Such measurements
have been chosen initially to obtain a setting with a reasonable set of
identifiable parameters. Data with high resolution over time (argument
“High-Res”) provides more detailed information about the dynamics and
was therefore expected to be more efficient for distinguishing potentially
missing links with similar qualitative effects. Using a measurement tech-
nique providing data for all compounds (argument “All”) is advantageous
to obtain a comprehensive overview of the effect of a perturbation. The
argument abbreviated by “Range” indicates the fact that missing links are
only identifiable, if the concentration range of the regulator is not far
from the respective Michaelis constant Kd. Therefore we performed per-
turbations affecting the concentration range of potential regulators in a
desired direction. Finally, we had to take into account the remaining
credits indicated by the argument “Budget”.
Additional file 5: Table S2. Table used to score the submitted links for
network topology challenge A link is defined by a source and a
destination gene, and a source gene may or may not have two
destination genes. Each row on the table represents a possible link
submission. Ni represents the number of points given for the submitted
link, where i stands for incorrect and c a correct prediction of the source
and destination gene. Note that correct (+/−) predictions without the
correct gene give no points.
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